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By Mark Bradley

It is being reported by ESPN's Jackie MacMullan that Doc Rivers will coach the Los Angeles Clippers next season. It is
believed that this development all but ensures Chris Paul’s re-upping with the Clips. Given that it was also reported that
Dwight Howard’s interest in signing with the Atlanta Hawks was contingent on the possibility of Paul being his teammate
here, this would appear to put a thudding end to any Hawks’ notions of signing the two biggest free agents of the class of
2013.

Let’s stress the obvious: None of the above is yet written in indelible ink. The Rivers-Clippers-Celtics talks have twisted in
the wind for 10 days. (Last Friday the Celtics called a press conference, presumably to announce something-or-other; they
then postponed it until today, presumably because they weren’t sure what was going to be announced.) But now, having
dispensed with the boilerplate disclaimer, we ask:

For the Hawks, is there a free-agency fallback beyond Paul/Howard?

I submit that there is. Sign Al Jefferson, most recently of Utah. Extend Jeff Teague for another season. You’ve now got a
quintet of Jefferson at center, Al Horford at power forward, Lou Williams and John Jenkins at shooting guard and Teague at
point guard. That’s a competitive core.

Yes, they’ll need more players to be more than just competitive, but now we turn to the key issue: The man considered the
third-best free agent of ’13 has been a Hawk since 2004. If Nos. 1 and 2 (Paul and Howard) are off the board, do the Hawks
make a big push to keep Josh Smith? We'll parse that difficult issue in tomorrow's print column, but you're free to discuss it
here and now.

A slew of print columns -- from myAJC.com -- for further browsing:

From Sunday: The Hawks and the draft -- a venture into the unknown.

From earlier this month: Do the Hawks really have a shot at Paul and/or Howard?

From last month: Ferry makes a good hire in Budenholzer, but now comes the hard part.

From earlier last month: Ferry's mission -- find the right coach, then the right players.

From early May: Hawks need to catch a moving star -- or two. (Al Jefferson is mentioned.)
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First. Please no more JSMOVE
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Let Smith go and I like the Jefferson move. Smith needs a new team.

Posted by ftputt at 9:49 a.m. Jun. 24, 2013
Report Abuse

Sign Dorrell Wright for your SF position.

Posted by CrixusII at 10:02 a.m. Jun. 24, 2013
Report Abuse

Why don't the stunad hawks just trade for Doc Rivers and reap Paul and Howards. Sux for the new coach, but, hey, he has a
buyout.

Posted by Remarkable3 at 10:03 a.m. Jun. 24, 2013
Report Abuse

Mark, 
Why do you post a link to: A slew of print columns for further browsing: without pointing out that they are on the MYAJC? I
know not to click on any story with that symbol next to it. Either let advertisers like Mazda and Children's Health care of Atlanta
pay for the story or go completely to a paid site. This half and half is getting old. 
I am already looking elsewhere for my sports news.
ReMarkable
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AJC going to "PREMIUM" is not fun. The AJC will get a few to pay but not me. Too much free information elsewhere.

Posted by NajehDavenpoop at 10:27 a.m. Jun. 24, 2013
Report Abuse

The Hawks already have a team that can make the playoffs and get bounced in the first round. If they can't sign a legit star
that can take you farther than that, they should blow it up and tank.

Unfortunately, it doesn't appear that they are willing to consider that as an option.
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I wonder how ignorant allot of my fellow bloggers are???
Everybody wants to dismiss josh but in all actuality the player that we get back is not better?
Change for the sake of change is stupidity..
You don't downgrade you upgrade..
Why don't the hawks sign Jefferson for his inside scoring,move hor to pf ,and move josh to the three.
That a be the best frontcourt in the league at least top two..
Everybody wanna have a scapegoat,josh isnt why thus team didn't win,it's never been good to start off with.
But knowing the hawks theyll get bynum and get tricked for a player whose injury prone,or draft another bust

Posted by Glennsanity at 11:00 a.m. Jun. 24, 2013
Report Abuse

Well the best point available is now Teague ; ) On another note I would take Milsap over Jefferson . Both should be available
. I find Iggy quite intriguing as well though a different position . This isn't the worst situation . Rome wasn't built in a day . The
free agency class next year is light years better . We need to build a foundation and then go from there . Josh Smith doesn't
need to come back . He will still get his max contract . I would like to see more one year deals unless the powers that be see
a long term candidate .
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